Defining Retail Conurbations: Using a Rules-based Algorithm
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1. Introduction
Retail conurbations are market areas which act as discrete entities with high-intra market
movement. They provide valuable information for location decision-making processes, such
as evaluating overall store performance, opening/closure of stores and competitor presence.
However many retailers delineate them using simplistic gravitational modelling such as a
‘zones-of-dominance’ approach (Huff 1964; Nakanishi & Cooper 1974; Drezner 2009), often
resulting in inaccurate conurbations and gaps or overlaps between conurbations. One issue
has been that many retailers are limited by their data and rely on the marketing analyst CACI
who use bank transaction data to produce conurbations using a relatively basic approach
(CACI 2012). In recent years however, loyalty card use has been increasing, leading to a
wealth of ‘big data’ (Donnelly et al 2012). Retailers are starting to employ more advanced
methods using larger datasets (Reynolds and Woods 2010). This paper proposes the
application of a rules-based zonation method known as the Travel-To-Work-Areas (hereafter
TTWA) algorithm, previously constricted in use to mapping commuting flows for indicating
job ratios and unemployment (Coombes and Bond 2007). Loyalty card data from Boots UK
are used to form an origin-destination flow matrix aggregated to Super-Output-Areas (SOAs)
to delineate Boots conurbations across Newcastle, Middlesbrough and the surrounding area.
Aggregation to SOA level ensures that individual customer behaviour is anonymised, and the
data is re-scaled to preserve commercial confidentiality . Flows represent the total
transactions of customers in Boots stores over the course of a year. The aim is to produce
non-overlapping conurbations with full scene coverage (i.e. no data gaps) and more accurate
portrayal of conurbations acting as discrete shopping entities with high intra-boundary retail
journeys.

2. The Travel-To-Work-Areas Algorithm
Rules-based methods use a sophisticated set of rules in a multi-step procedure to determine
zone (or in this case conurbation) design. Often, these are contained within a theoretical
model, guiding decisions as to how and when rules are applied (Florez-Revuelta, CasadoDiaz et al. 2008). The TTWA algorithm is one of the most widely accepted zone design rulesbased algorithms. Its origins stem back to the early 1970’s with Smart (1974) who defined the
criteria and algorithm for analysing commuter flows for approximately 2,000 building-block
areas. This was later computerised by Openshaw (Coombes and Openshaw 1982) and has
been modified through various reviews such as in 2001 and 2007 to adjust for changing
commuter dynamics and advances in computational capabilities (Coombes 2010). The
algorithm produces defined, non-overlapping boundaries meeting a set minimum threshold
for self-containment of flows ideally being internally active with high intra-market

movement; Goodman refers to this as ‘external perfection’ (Goodman 1970). High selfcontainment would require low inward and outward flows from defined zones in relation to
the total flows in that zone. The process of the algorithm is shown below:

Figure 1: The Process for Delineating Travel-To-Work-Areas (Coombes 2010)
The TTWA algorithm evolved in response to key principles for defining local labour markets
as outlined by Eurostat (Table 1). Thus, its objective is to define as many separate zones as
possible while meeting the constraints outlined in Table 1. As a result, the TTWA algorithm
was chosen as the accepted practice for delineating local labour markets in Europe. It has
continued to develop and has been applied to 1981, 1991 and 2001 UK censuses, European
countries such as Italy (Sforzi, Openshaw et al. 1997) and parts of Spain (Casado-Diaz 1996)
and other Non-European countries such as New Zealand (Papps and Newell 2002). Frey and
Speare (1995) considered it to be more advanced than any other alternative sub-regional
statistical area definition method. To date, the TTWA algorithm has been applied to
commuting flows, but no such rules-based approach has been used to define retail
conurbations.

Table 1. Principles for Local-Labour-Market-Area Definitions (EuroStat 1992)

3. Methodology
The research project aimed to implement the TTWA algorithm using VBA via an origindestination flow matrix within MS Access, chosen for its ease of integration into Boots’
planning department. This flow matrix represents customer transactions in Boots stores,
whereby origins signify customer home addresses, destinations are Boots stores and flows are
the amount spent for the year. This has no impact on the delineation of conurbations. The
information is derived from loyalty card information, with home addresses and stores
aggregated to Lower-Super-Output-Areas (LSOAs). Retail conurbations were delineated for
Newcastle, Middlesbrough and the surrounding area, although eventually the approach will be
extended from this pilot area to the entire UK. Boots recommended this pilot area because the
rural nature of the surrounding area leads to fairly high self-containment of retail flows and
due to accuracy concerns regarding current Boots conurbations in the region. The study area
contains 150 Boots stores and 1748 LSOAs.

Figure 2. Greater Newcastle Study Area
For the purposes of the research presented here, two thresholds are set for defining
conurbations: self-containment and internal flow size. The threshold on minimum internal
flow size prevents the algorithm creating very small regions which could be sub-optimal.
Self-containment however is the main driving force behind the algorithm. Self-containment is
determined by calculating the internal, supply and demand flows. Supply flows are the total
flows to other Proto-TTWAs (i.e. ‘prototype conurbations’), while demand flows are the total

flows from other Proto-TTWAs. Below is a simplified example for Proto-TTWAs A, B and
C.

Figure 3. Internal, Supply and Demand Flows in Calculating Self-Containment Values
The self-containment value is determined by whichever is the lowest value for that ProtoTTWA for either the supply or demand containment. Supply and demand containment is
calculated through the following equations; a value of 0.01 is added to avoid division by zero:
Supply Containment = Internal Flows / (Total Supply Flows + 0.01)
Equation 1. Calculating Supply Containment
Demand Containment = Internal Flows / (Total Demand Flows + 0.01)
Equation 2. Calculating Demand Containment
In this adaption of the TTWA-Algorithm, all conurbations must meet both self-containment
and size (total transactions) thresholds for the algorithm to converge. Coombes refers to this
stage of the algorithm as the ‘X’ equation (Coombes 2007). Coombes’ method for allowing
trade-off between these two criteria has been simplified in the pilot study presented here to
using two thresholds as already stated.

4. Results
One of the main considerations of the project is the choosing of thresholds for the algorithm.
A variety of different thresholds were tested from 50 per cent to 75 per cent self-containment,
and 100,000 to 1,000,000 minimum internal flow size. Through consultation with Boots, it
was decided that thresholds of 66.67 per cent and 500,000 generated an appropriate number
of conurbations for retail planning and ensured high self-containment. Figures 5 to 7 present
current and TTWA-derived conurbations, together with the self-containment value for each
conurbation. As they are considerably outside of the study area, three current conurbations
(Harrogate, York and Scarborough) are excluded from the self-containment calculations.

Figures 5 and 6. Current Boots Conurbations derived via gravity modelling;
white areas represent LSOAs not assigned to any conurbation (left). TTWAderived Conurbations (right)

Figure 7. Self-Containment of Current Conurbations derived via gravity modelling and
TTWA-derived Conurbations
For this study area there are 13 to 16 current (gravity model-derived) conurbations compared
to 13 TTWA-derived conurbations. Discrepancies between the numbers of conurbations from
the two methods are due to disparities in the study area boundary. In the TTWA-derived
zones, all data gaps have been removed and full-scene coverage achieved whereas the
gravity-derived models contained areas with no coverage. The self-containment of TTWA-

derived conurbations is considerably higher, on average by 10 per cent for both supply and
demand containment. Supply containment proves to be harder to achieve than demand. Many
current conurbation supply containments are less than 66.67 per cent (the selected threshold),
in one instance as low as 35 per cent meaning that 65 per cent of customers come from
outside the conurbation. While only two current conurbations fall below the 66.67 per cent
threshold one has a demand containment of as low as 29 per cent. By comparison, the lowest
TTWA-derived self-containment is approximately 68 per cent supply-side and 70 per cent
demand side.
Although not presented here due to space constraints, the algorithm was applied to other
similar sized regions across the UK to test the applicability of the algorithm and the accuracy
of the observations. At the set thresholds slightly fewer conurbations were delineated than
current conurbations but unsurprisingly with significantly higher self-containment and with
the other benefits such as assignment of all LSOAs to a conurbation.

5. Discussion
Current methods to defining retail conurbations either produce overlapping zones or result in
constituent areas not assigned to any conurbations. In contrast, the TTWA algorithm assigns
all parts of a study area to a retail conurbation. Defining conurbations using self-containment
also results in fewer flows (transactions) crossing output zone boundaries. There remain
however some distinct issues drawn upon by this study and by Coombes (2010). Commuting
flows are becoming larger and across greater distances. Since commuting and shopping flows
are inter-related, the self-containment threshold used to define retail conurbations may need to
be lowered to delineate future zones. Some regions are also highly dynamic meaning that the
conurbation boundaries may need to be revised regularly. The most sizeable limitation of this
approach however comes from the ‘big data’ required and the need for significant population
coverage. The approach is therefore limited to large UK retailers, preferably with extensive
loyalty card data. ‘Big Data’ however is becoming more prevalent enabling the use of these
more sophisticated approaches. Finally, the current pilot implementation of the TTWA
algorithm in MS-Access VBA requires optimisation in order to be applied to the entire UK.

6. Conclusion
To date, application of the TTWA algorithm outside of commuting flows and the use of
sophisticated rules-based approaches to delineate retail conurbation design has been limited or
non-existent. This paper shows that such applications can drastically improve on current
methods for delineating retail zones. As retail conurbations present a base map for customer
planning geography in many location decision-making processes, their accurate and reliable
delineation is extremely important. Future studies should continue to add to these findings by
improving the efficiency and application of the TTWA algorithm to large geographical areas
and datasets.
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